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Delivering a pre-eminent state-of-the-art 
work, innovation, and lifestyle destination for 
both workers and the local community was 
central to the revitalisation of South Eveleigh. 
As part of the brief, Pro AV Solutions was 
commissioned to introduce new age 
workspace technologies that allowed for 
simple operation resulting in an exceptional 
user experience. The solutions had to not only 
be designed to fit within the agile working 
culture of the Commonwealth Bank, they also 
needed to be scalable enough to meet the 
standards of the bank’s future expansion plans.

The aim of the bank was to create an intuitive 
and pleasant user experience while reaching 
new levels of innovation.
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The Commonwealth Bank’s (CBA) new offices at South Eveleigh will occupy 93,000m2 
across the three new buildings for their 10,000 employees, housing their technology 
and digital teams, and Innovation Labs of the Future. 

Pro AV Solutions worked 
with the design specification 

provided by CBA’s trusted 
AV design consultants 

Innova-Tech to deliver a 
functional, agile, user 

friendly work environment. 
Under the guidance of 

Mirvac, Pro AV deployed and 
delivered over 1,200 spaces 

across both Foundry and 
Axle over a 3-year period.
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The Innovation Lab is a big feature of the
new office as multi-joinable spaces
become a place for external parties to flex
their creative muscles and workshop
forward thinking ideas with their peers.
Designed for a myriad of uses, the key is
flexibility enabling seamless collaboration
and expression.

The Atrium is the town hall space for large
corporate announcements. It was key that
this space was flexible for these situations
but also reliable and easy to use.
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Both the Axle and Foundry building impress
from the moment you enter the foyer with
incredible use of LED on show. At Axle, there
is an Atrium Lift LED wall that blows you
away. Standing at 31m tall from the finished
floor on the ground to the roof on Level 8,
this Vuepix 2.5mm pixel pitch LED makes a
stand as the innovative and inviting space the
customer was after.

Collaboration spaces are not just easy to use
but incredibly warm and inviting, flexible, and
agile. Every space is VC enabled so remote
participants can easily join.


